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A b s t r a c t  

Negatively biased high voltage so lu  urays  in low earth orbit are known to undergo arcing 
below a criticd voltage with respect to the plasma environment. It is proposed that the arcing is 
due t o  the breakdown of gas which is emitted under electron bombardment from the coverglass 
on the solar cells. A voltage threshold u predicted dong with the scaling of the threshold on 
the key parameters 

1 Introduction 

As t h e  space program matures  there is a growing demand for large power generating systems 
t o  b e  available in low e a r t h  o rb i t (LE0) .  For example on the  planned international space station, 
there is a current  need for 75 kW of power t o  b e  made available for housekeeping and scientific 
experiments. I t  is desirable t o  supply this power a t  high voltage and low current  in order to  minimize 
resistive losses and the  mass of cabling and harnesses. If this power is supplied by photovoltaic 
means then  t h e  solar arrays will be operating a t  high voltages. T h e  te rm high voltage here typically 
implies voltage drops across t h e  array on t h e  order  of one hundred t o  five hundred volts. Typical 
solar arrays currently in use have voltage drops ranging from 28 volts t o  75 volts. 

High voltage solar arrays have been found t o  undergo two distinct sets  of interactions with 
t h e  space environment above a given th reshold[ l , ? ,3 ,~ ,5 ,6 ] .  For reasons of mans savings and also 
due  t o  insulator degradation on orbi t ,  in some designs the  interconnects between t h e  solar cells 
a re  exposed directly t o  the  space environment. It is found for the positively biased interconfiects 
with respect t o  the space potential t h a t  the  current  collection from the  space e n v i r o n ~ ~ ~ e n t  can 
be anomalously large. For the  negativrly b m e d  interconnects it  is observed t h a t  below a critical 
voltage a rc  discharges occur on the s o l a  array These arc  discharges give rise to  electrornagnetic 
noise and  may also damage the solar cc,lls:6j 
- 
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There have been many observations of the arcing phenomenon on high voltage solar arrays in 
ground based testsj7,8,91 and in flight tests[lO,ll]. The only theoretical hypothesis so far has been 
in Ref. 112). In this work it was proposed that  there is a thin layer of insulating contaminant over 
each of the interconnects. Such contaminant could arise by exposure to air or be created in the 
manufacturing process. Ions from the space plasma are attracted by the negative potential on the 
interconnects. These ions accumulate in the surface layer resulting in a buildup of electric field in 
the layer. A3 the layer continues to charge the internal field becomes large enough to cause electron 
emission into the space plasma. This electron current leads to  subsequent heating and ionization 
in the layer. This is what is seen as the discharge. 

In this paper we have concentrated on the behaviour of negatively biased solar arrays in LEO 
and we propose a new explanation for the arcing observed. It is proposed that the prebreakdown 
current observed experimentally caases neutral gas molecules to be desorbed from the sides of the 
coverglass over the solar cells. These molecu!eu build up over the interconnects and arcing occurs 
inside this surface gas layer. An expression for the voltage threshold is derived and the scalings with 
the  gas and geometric properties are examined The voltage threshold is independent of the plasma 
density and depends strongly on the geometric structure of the solar cell-interconnect connection. 

In section 2 the experimental work is rev~ewed and the plasma and neutral environment char- 
acterized for LEO. In section 3 the breakdown model is developed and the breakdown threshold 
obtained. In section 4 we discuss the scaling with gas and geometric parameters and the application 
of experimental data to this theory. Finally in the last section a number of experimental tests are 
proposed to elucidate the theoretical model. 

2 Review of Experimental Work 

Experimental work has been undertaken in ground based plasma chamben[2,1,8,91 as well as 
in two flight experiments, the plasma mteractions experiments I and II (PIX I and II)[10,11]. The 
plasma and neutral gas environments in the plasma chambers are typically Argon or Nitrogen with 
a pressure range of lo-' to lo-' torr. The plasma density range is from 10' cm-= to  lo6 c n ~ - ~ .  
The ion energy ranges between I and 100 e V  wh~!e the electron thermal energy is approximately 
0.1 to 0.3 eV. By contrast the ambient space t.r~vironment at  the altitude (300-500 km) where 
h:gh voltage solar arrays w~ll  operate is ma~nly atomic and iorl~c oxygen. The pressure range is 
from lo-' to l o - '  torr with a plwrna density of the order of 10' c 3 1 - ~  to 10" cm-'. The ram 
energy of the ions is 5 e V  while the electron thermal energy (T,) IS in [.he range 0.05 to 0.1 eV. 
However the environment around the solar array rnay differ substant~ally from the ambient space 
environment if the solar array is mounted 1x1 a large vehicle which 19 act~vely emitting effluents. 
This is very likely smce it 1s precisely such behlcles which will demand large amaunts of power 
and hence will need the high voltage solar arrclk.9 The evidence from the Shuttle(l51 suggests 
that  the solar arrays could have an ertvlronnlerlt wh~ch has enhanced neutral and plmma densities 
r r l a t ~ ~ e  to the amhwnt The enhanced dens~tlrs  w ~ l l  be about an order of magnitude above the 
xrr,bwr.t The enhmcrnwnt arises from pawbe emrwons from the vehitlc* such as o u t g a u ~ n g  of 
ua t r r  as well ,w .zc-tlrc. rrl.lsslori3 ,rich a the pro, iut  t u  of thruster tirings .>r Ilqu~d dumps A neutral 
build-up may O i C i l r  , i n  surfact-s exp \md  t o  thc r i rr l  d~rection ~f t h ~  I n c  ~)rnIng streammg neutral 



particles substantially accommodate on the surfaces. The enhancement depends strongly on the 
surface accommodation coefficients which are not well known for the impact of 5 eV atomic and 
ionic oxygen. U the ambient oxygen neutrals are reflected after thermal accommodation on the 
surface then for numhers typical of LEO a density enhancement of fifty might be expected M can 
be obtained from simple flux balance. Hence for orbits in LEO it is not unreasonable to assume 
that  the neutral density around a solar array m2.y be one to two orders of magnitude above the 
ambient densities. 

The experimental work suggests the following observations: firstly, the key elements involved 
in the discharge process are the solar cell coverglhss, the metallic interconnect and the plasma 
environment. This can be deduced from a set of experiments by Fujii et  al[9j. In their experiments 
a metallic plate biased to  highly negative voltages was exposed to the plasma in a plasma tank. No 
arcing was observed except for very large negative voltages where the arc took place to the substrate. 
The plate was then partially covered with silica coverglass slides. Arcing was now observed at the 
interfaces of the metal and the coverglasses. When actual solar cells were used with coverglasses 
the arcing results were qualitatively similar. Secondly, there is a prebreakdown electron current 
that  flows away frorn the interconnect prior to a discharge. This electron current was observed in 
the experiments of Fujii e t  al  (91 as well as the experiments of Snyder[?]. Calculation of the electron 
trajectories in the electric field of the interconnects indicate that  the electrons must be coming from 
the interconnect and not from the plasrnall21. The source of this current is hard to understand. 
Fujii et  al. speculate that  this is due to field enhanced emission from the interconnect. The evidence 
for this is that  as the number of coverglasses is increased, presumably increasing the local electric 
fields over the neighbouring interconnects, the electron cwrent is observed to increase. On the 
other hand in the experiments of Snyder a t  low plasma densities and very negative voltages no 
electron current flowing away from the interconnect was seen. This does not prove that no current 
existed since it could have been below the threshold for detection in the experiments. However 
aa the plasma density was increased and all other factors kept conatant the ion current to the 
interconnect increased and the electron current appeared. Therefore the electron current seems to 
depend on the presence of a certain level of incoming ion current as well as the local electric field. 

It is easy to see that  the electron current flow is unlikely to be due to field emission frorn a 
calculation of the field emission current. The field emission current densityjl4j is 

where 4 is the work function of the surface, E the electric field right over the surface and dl 
quantities are in MKS units. Even i f  E is said to be enhanced by whiskers on the surface of the 
conductor so that E is estimated by E 2 W j d  wherc 9 is the aspect ratio of the whisker then far 
reasonable values of /3 = 100, V = 500 L'oltr, d = 150 prn and taking the work function for silver 
as 4 = 4.3 eV, the current dens~ty  is of the order of lo-" .r\/m2. ?'his is far too low to account for 
the electron current observed in the elcper~ments. 

The sequence of events associated w i t h  the arcing is the following: if a conductor with an 
insulating coverglass attached is put Into the p l a snn  and the conductor is init~ally not biased then 
both the conductor and coverglass accumulate a 1tegati:e c h ~ r g t -  T h ~ r  occurs rince the electrons 



are more easily collected than the ions. The final negative potential achieved (V,,,,,,, I. -4T,) is 
such as to  make the net electron flux equal to the net iort flux. If the conductor u now biased to a 
large negative potential then the cover glass initially takes the same potential as the conductor and 
then slowly returns to a slightly negative potential with respect t o  the plasma. This is because ions 
are initially attracted to  the system and accumulate on the surface of the coverglass. The conductor 
below the coverglass acquires a negative (image) charge as shown in Fig. 1. The potential drop 
between the conductor and the surface of the coverglass is almost equal to  the bias voltage (IVI). 
The surface charge density is o = ClVl where C is the capacitance per unit area of the coverglw. 
Below a certain voltage an electron current is observed to flow from the conductor. Some of the 
electrons leaving the interconnect strike the coverglass. There are two pieces of evidence which 
support this observation. First there is observed to be a potential barrier over the interconnect(6) 
which tends to  keep the electrons from escaping to  space. Secondly the surface potential of the 
coverglass is observed to  undergo frequent fluctuations towards negative potentials[l3). As the 
bias on the conductor becomes more negative the magnitude of the voltage fluctuations on the 
coverglass increases and below a critical voltage a discharge occurs from the interconnect. The 
discharge time is typically a few microseconds[i] and once the discharge occurs the surface charge 
on the coverglass is neutralized and the cover glass potential becomes the same as the conductor 
potential[?). The sequence now repeats itself with the cover glass slowly reaccumulating positive 
charge from the plasma. 

The flight da ta  from the PIX I and I1 experiments were taken a t  900 km and show similar 
results to the ground based data. The current collection to the interconnects was memured to  
scale linearly with the voltage. There was substantial difference in the arc rate a s  compared to  the 
ground based data. The arc rate R was measured[lb) to  scale as 

where a -. 3 for flight da ta  and a 2 5 for ground data.  In Eq. 1 al: quantities with subscript i 
refer to ions. The ambient plasma density is n, the ambient temperature is T and the mass of the 
ambient plasma particles is rn. The dependence of the arc rate on these quantities can be explained 
as due to the recharging of the coverglass surface by the thermal flux of ions. The thermal ion 

11: current scales as n,(T, . rnfl2)r: with a sheath radius r,. 
The voltage threshold appears to be of the order of -200 to -250 Volts in -me ground based 

testsIl31 and -400 to -500 Volts on other testsl6,;). i t  has been suggested that  the voltage threshold 
depends on the plasma density[g,l?] although the data range is nut large and the evidence for a 
density dependence is ambiguous. If  it exists it is very weak. 

From these experimental observations two questions arise: 
What causes the init~al  electron current flow from conductor to either space or the insulator? 
LVhat causes the electron current flow to avalanche and leads to a discharge? 
The two questions can be addressed independently The answer to the first question probably lies 
i n  the details of the interconnect surface and the fine structure of the electric field over the surface. 
In this paper we shall leave this question alone and assume that an electron current exists and is 
flowmg from the interconnect wi th  this assumpt~on we shall show that with reasonable bounds on 
the current ~t is possible to construct a cons~stent. model of electron induced desorption of neutral 



giu from the coverglass which then undergoes breakdown. From this model we can derive a voltage 
threshold and deduce how it scales with key parameters. 

3 Breakdown Model 

We shall work with a model for the coverglass/conductor interface as shown in Fig. 2. As 
assumed from the experimental results we take there to be a precursor electron current Row from 
the conductor to the coverglass. The coverglass is taken to have material properties typical of 
fused silica, namely that  above a threshold energy and under electron bombardment the material 
emits secondary electrons. For all insulating materials the secondary electron yield as a function 
of incident electron energy increases monc?tonically from zero for small incident energy until a 
maximum yield is reached and then asymptotically approaches zero as the incident energy becomes 
very large. If the maximum yield of the material exceeds one then there are two distinct incident 
energies a t  which the yield is unity. We shall call these two energies El and C2 where El < Cs. 
Typical values for El -. 30 - 100 eV and Ez 2 1 keV[17,18,19]. 

Our basic model is that  neutral gas is desorbed from the coverglasses due to  bombardment by 
ions and electrons. Some of this neutral gas accumulates in the gap between coverglasses where 
it forms a (possibly) high pressure layer which can break down when the experimen:ally observed 
electron current from the interconnect flows through it. We shall take the ordering d << I ,  << I , .  
The smallest dimension of the gas slab over the interconnect is d so that  a suficient condition can 
be placed on the electron mean free path for ionization by requiring that  it be less than d. If this 
is the case then there is a high probability that  the gas slab will ionize so  leading to a discharge. 
A necessary condition is that  the electron mean free path for ionization be Iew than the largest 
dimension of the gas slab i. e. l i .  I f  this condition is violated then i t  is highly unlikely that as 
the electrons flow from the interconnect through the gas slab that  they will have enough ionizing 
collisions to initiate a discharge. Hence we can obtain a lower bound on the discharge voltage by 

where Xmjp = l / ( n , ~ , ~ , , )  is the electron mean free path for ionization for the electrons flowing 
through the neutral gas with n, being the average neutral density and u,,, being the ionization 
cross section. The distance I ,  can be interpreted as the maximum distance an electron can travel 
between the coverglasses before it escapes. 

The sides of the coverglassrs are be~ng  bombarded by electrons. These electrons arise from 
two sources. Firstly the current Row from the interconnect and secondly by secondary electrons 
which are emitted from the cover glass under the primary electron bombardment and which then 
return to the surface. It is well known that insulators l~ke  silica will desorb neutral gas under 
electron bornbardment(22,?3] This phenomena of eiectron bombardment causing desorption of 
gas molecules from suriaces IS 3. .!I kr~own, and I Y  called electron stimu!ated desorption (ESD).  
ESD has been the subject of several recent reviewsi?O,?lj The electron bombardment induces 
desorption by causing an electronic excitat~on in the adsorbed molecule. This causes the molecule 
to go from a energetically stable condition to an antibonding condition that  leads to desorption. It 
is this electronic mechanism that occurs as opposed to other poss~ble mechanisms such as energetic 



impact or thermal heating. Yields have been found to be as high as atoms per impacting 
electron[22,231. Desorption yields mostly neutrals although emission of ions is also possible. The 
impacting electron must have an  energy of greater than 5 eV for desorption to  occur. 

If we call the desorption efficiency r, the primary electron current I , (V)  and Nt the multipli- 
cation factor due to  the emission and reabsoiption of secondary electrons then the neutral density 
over the surface of the interconnect is give:, by a flux balance 

where A is the area of the edge of the cover glass participating in the process, vn is the average 
ve!ocity of the neutral gas leaving the surface and e is the charge on  an electron. If we combine 
Eqs. (2) and (3) and define the primary electron current density as J , ( V )  = I , ( V ) / A  then we obtain 
an equation for the threshold voltage Vt above which a discharge u possible 

The multiplication factor iV, can be estimated in the following manner. If an electron is releawd 
from a surface with mean energy Eo under the influence of a normal and tangential electric field as 
shown in Fig. 3 then the mean distance that  the electron will go antiparallel t o  the direction of the 
tangential electric fieldj241 is given by 

A normal field must exist if the coverglass edge has accumulated any charge. If we consider the 
electric field tangential to the side of the coverglass (see Fig. 2) then from Maxwell's equations the 
field just outside the coverglass is the same as the tangential field just inside the coverglass which 
we can estimate as 

I I 

where we have taken the voltage on the upper surface of the coverglass a s  being approximately a t  
plasma ground. If the secondary dectron yield per pr imvy electron is greater than one then the 
coverglass will charge positively under the electron bombardment. The experimental da ta  suggests 
that  the charge on the cwerglass is not increasing171 so that  we can bound the secondary yield a t  

. . 
one. This means that  electrons are striking the surface with a t  most energy E l  so that  one electron 
is emitted for each electron that impacts. M'e can solve for the ratio E l / E n  necessary to achieve 
this impact energy1241. We find that 

We use Eqs. (6) and (7) in (5) to obtain 



T h e  number of set: r. h:! e!ert:cr.g I.. r:..: :e: - :r:.r,g Fr.r?ary electron 1s d,'l,,,, This 
assumes t h a t  u e  are - 1 ,  rsns:dcr:-q * . . -  . - . - .... - - . -  ,*. u zg ;u they are strikmg the slde 
of the co\r:gi ~ s . ?  1 . . *  -.* :xa! i,-: :. - . \. .:r : -+  . . - :'L* :f :hr coverg!,su but in thls 
c u e  the nt.~: :  I c . L.e : B -L. . . . : -  - .  . . :r .: :Ce !case gas layer over 
the  Intr: -..!I-* . . . . . I . . :L. - . :. * - ,  . : ; -.: :-.tr.ary electron 19 

.. 
L * : - . .- . t~ expresaim i3 

. I ; - - '- * L-.;.' T.CJmlq icns ober 
. - -  * .  - .  .. . . . . . . : n  .-arrcnt d e n m y  

- .. - - L L 1 - :, : .~.F.c:c space charge 
, - ..m;:cd  ex^:^.- . a . . L-. L . . - . . . . . - I. 4 -  . : - . - :.%: .r. :CC prenu! t~ ; iy~cg  

. , ~l lz le l iCd;  :Ji: :' : . , C.,C.-- -.C-.:l . :a- . I t . . . .? - -  .-.. . .  .. c i : r ~ - n  :;r:ent. 13 not space 
. . , :. , . . . + , . - . < . . . - . . . charge l.n:.:e; :r.t,- : .. :.- : .. ; . . ? :,:;rr,t depend ~n 

the plasma den..:; 
R'e take the  nt.d::i flow akt  Ljf :r,r : .<. : :c:*r~- k z  . b ~ . : q . ~ s ~ c . s  to  be c h o k d .  Hence if 7 

is t h e  ratio of ~peri!ic heats for the np:::ra, qi9 aar,,! I! :he gm .s :n thermal e q u ~ l ~ b r ~ u r n  w t h  the 
coverg las  surface then v,  = v'tT,, m, uherc T, is the surface terripeiature. This  ~ s u r n p t i o n  is 
based on  the  presence of t h e  high d e r , s ~ t j  g a  ,;ab ovrr the interconnect surface so tha t  ss fresh 
gas is dt-sorbed from the  coverglass ~t q l l i c k l  equillbrstes u ~ t h  the gas there which is taken to be 
in thermal  equ i l lb r~ur r~  with t h e  surface. Thls IS a strong and .niporcant assumption whlch sets 
the  magnitude of  t!le neutral  veloclty It is possllle tha t  the n ~ u t r d s  may leave with much larger 
velocities since the  energy with which a gas rr~o!t.cule leaves a surface on which it has  been absorbed 
can vary from I eV to  10 eV i f  it is e x p a n d ~ n g  Into a vacuum. \Vith the  use of Eq. (10) in Eq. (4)  
and  since Nr and J ,  are upper  bounds we o b t a ~ n  a lower bound for the  threshold voltage for an arc 
as 

In obtaining Eq.  ( 1 1 )  we have taken iV, - i2V!(,'I - 10) , 'c j .  
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In Fig. 5 we show the threshold voltage as a function of coverglass thickness over a range of 
values for f l .  The range for fl  was chosen to reflect the range of secondary emission properties 
that  might result from different coatings on the coverglasses. The dependence on energy a t  which 
the yield is unity arises from the assumption used to  obtain the bound on the ratio of the tangential 
to normal electric field a t  the coverglass surface. By contrast with the weak dependence associated 
with the coverglass material, the dependence on the geometric lengths is much stronger. The 
threshold voltage increases with the thickness of the coverglass since the space charge limited 
current density available for ionization decreases with thickness. The voltage decreasej with length 
of the interconnect since the electrons can stay within the neutral gas cloud longer as the length 
increases. These results suggest a set of experiments to systematically vary the lengths associated 
with the  coverglass and conductor so as to determine the scaling of the threshold voltage with these 
lengths. 

The threshold voltage found in Eq. (11) does not contain any dependence on the plasma density. 
As we have seen the ionization takes place in the gas layer corning from the surface of the coverglass. 
The electron current flow from the interconnect that  we have taken is a space charge limited bound 
and hence density independent. For smaller electron currents there will be a dependence on the 
plasma density arising from the proportionality to the ion current. The plasma does play a crucial 
role in supplying the initial positive charge on the coverglass arid in resupplying the positive charge 
once the arc  discharge has occurred. Hence we expect a dependence of the arc rate on plasma 
density but within the context of our model do not find any dependence of the threshold voltage 
on the plasma density. The data for LEO conditions indicates very weak, if any, dependence on 
plasma density in the plasma density range 103 to 10' ~ r n - ~  covered by both laboratory and 
PIX data125j. 

Finally we note that differential charging of the interconnector and the coverglasv can be realized 
in several ways. One way is under the influence of a photon flux due to  the photoelectric effect 
while another way is due to an electron beam striking the insulator when the secondary electron 
emission yield is larger than one. In both cases the threshold differential voltage for arcing is the 
same as when the charging is due to the ambient plasrnaj'26!. Based on our model, this arcing will 
occur for the same reasons as on a solar array, namely that breakdown occurs in a gas surface layer 
desorbed by the electrons. 

Recently, another hypothesis has been advanced, namely that  the breakdown is chz result uf 

the electrons desorbing ions rather than neutrals[?'71. The ion return current from the side of the 
coverglass in the model ~f Ref. j?7] is given by 

In this expression, J ,  is the incorr~ir~g ion cuirrnt to the interconnector, 7,, is the yield of secondary 
electrons e m ~ t t e d  from the interconnector under ion bombardment, P, is the probability of the 
electron emitted irom the  interconnector rearh~ng the side of the coverglass, y,, is the secondary 
electron yield of the cov~rglass and r,, is the ion yield of the coverglass surface under electron 
bombardment. Breakdown will occur when J,, > J,. 

A typical number for 7,, --. 0.1 while a t j p ~ c a l  number for r,, 1- 0.(!001 since it usually t w  
orders of magnitude less probable than neutral desorption[?8j. The probability that an electron 



strikes the coverglass is a complex function of many parameters but a good estimate is 0.01. hence yz > 10' in order that  J,, 2 J, .  Clearly if ye, = 1 then this condition cannot be met and 
breakdown cannot occur by this means. The condition ye, = 1 comes from the requirement of 
steady state charge balance on the surface. Under this condition each incoming electron causes 
the emission of an electron so that  the net charge on the surface does not change. If y,, > 1 then 
breakdown is possible, however the surface will not be in an equilibrium state. We might anticipate 
tha t  if the timescale for the surface to reach equilibrium is much smaller than the discharge time 
then the condition ye, = I must be true and no breakdown is possible. On the other hand if the 
timescale to reach equilibrium is much larger than the discharge time then a discharge can develop. 
This will depend on the capacitance of the coverglass and the magnitude of the current flowing to 
it during the discharge. If we assume that the capacitance of the coverglass is very large than we 
can obtain the lower bound on the voltage by taking the maxinium value for yer. For SiOl the 
maximum value of T,, = 2.4. If we use Eq. (9) then for C1 = 250 eV; lo = 2 eV we obtain the 
threshold voltage as approximately -1800 Volts. This indicates that  this ion desorption mechanism 
may be possible and may give reasonable breakdown voltages. From an experimental point of 
view, it would be possible to  distinguish between the gas desorption process and the ion desorption 
process by changing the capacitance of the coverglass. This may be done by changing the area of 
the coverglass while keeping all other parameters constant. 

5 Conclusions 

We have developed a simple model to describe arcing on a high voltage solar array. T h e  basic 
elements of the model are an electron current flow from the interconnect to  a neighbouring coverglss, 
which desorbs neutral molecules under the electron bombardment. These neutral molecules form 
a gar  layer over the interconnect which breaks down when the voltage on the interconnect ia 
sufficiently high. The model makes specific scaling predictions with the geometric structure and 
with the gas properties. 

In Ref. (61 the authors speculated that the ionization might take place in the background neutral 
gas. The work in this paper suggests that this is unlikely since the gas cannot be concentrated 
enough (at  least four or$ers of magnitude) to  give breakdown thresholds in the range observed. In 
Ref. 112) the authors suggested that ionization took place in the solid phase a t  the surface of the 
interconnect. In this work we suggest in contrast t o  earlier work that  the ionization takes place in a 
gas layer generated from the coverglass surface. We note that while in this paper we have suggested 
that  the ionization takes place in a gas layer which is desorbed from the coverglass surface, a gas 
layer may be created by some other means. One such means is the outgauing of the adhesivcr 
used to bind the solar cell to the substrate[29]. While in this ccue the source of the gas differs 
from our hypothesis, the gar pressure required for breakdown will be similar to  the numbera in this 
work since this is determined only by the condition that  the mean free path be rrnaller than the 
geometric site of the interconnect. These differing ideas suggest that  a spectrmopic analysis of the 
radiation emitted during the arcing may shed light on the molecules participating in the discharge. 

In order to elucidate the fundamental physics of the arcing on high voltage solar arrays it is 
proposed that  experiments be undertaken to understand the role of the interconnect and coverglass 



materiab by detailed electron micrographs. It is also proposed that the density dependence, if 
any, of the threshold voltage be clarified. This can be done by c w f u l  and systematic t a t s  over a 
wide rMge of plasma densities. It is very important to understand this since operation of planned 
sys tem may be affected by the results. Finally the nature of the electron current flow from the 
interconnect must be clarified. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 Schematic showing charge and equipotential contours for an insulator on (a) an un- 
biased and (b) a biased conductor 

Figure 2 Geometric Structure of Coverglass/Conductor Interface 

Figure 3 Electron Motion under the Normal and Tangential Electric Fields 

Figure 4 Bound on Threshold Voltage versus surface temperature showing range of variation 
with ga desorption efficiency. Other parameters are: m, = 44 amu; tt  = 40 eV; to = 2 
eV;d = 0.15 mm; d/li = 0.1; u,,, = 10-1° m2 and 7 = 1.2 

Figure S Bound on Threshold Voltage versus coverglass thickness showing range of variation 
with secondary emission properties. Other parameters are: m, = 44 m u ;  T,= 300 K ,  
I'=0.03 ; lo=  2eV; d/l, =0.1; u,,, = lo-" m1 and 7 = 1.2. 



Figure 1 :  Schematic showing c b q e  and quipotentid conbum for an inaulator on (a) an u n b i d  

and (b) a biased conductor 



CONDUCTOR 

Figure 2: Geometric Structure of Cover~lam/Conductor Interface 



Figure 3: Electron Motion under the Normal and Tangential Electric Fields 



Figure 4: Bound on Threshold Voltage versus surface temperature showing range of variation with 

gss desorption efficiency. Other parameters are: rn, = 44 m u ;  f I  = 40 eV; lo = 2 eV;d = 0.15 

mm; d/li = 0.1; u,,, = m2 and 7 = 1.2 



Critical Voltaga 
26 < CI < 12s 

Figure 5: Bound on Threshold Voltage versus coverglsss thidtncss showing range of variation with 

secondary emission properties. Other parameters are: m,, = 44 arnu; T,= 300 K, r = 0.03 ; fo = 2 

eV; d / l i  = 0.1; o,,, = ma and 7 = 1.2. 
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